Abstract. In this paper, we first develop a new family of conjugate prior distributions for the cell parameters of discrete graphical models Markov with respect to a set P of moral directed acyclic graphs with skeleton a given decomposable graph G. Such families arise when the set of conditional independences between discrete variables is given and can be represented by a decomposable graph and additionally, the direction of certain edges is imposed by the practitioner. This family, which we call the P-Dirichlet, is a generalization of the hyper Dirichlet given in Dawid and Lauritzen (1993) : it keeps the strong directed hyper Markov property for every DAG in P but increases the flexibility in the choice of its parameters, i.e. the hyper parameters.
Introduction
The Dirichlet distribution and distributions derived from the Dirichlet are essential ingredients of Bayesian inference in the analysis of discrete data. For highdimensional data, Dirichlet-type distributions are often used in conjunction with graphical models. Let V = {1, . . . , d} be a finite set indexing the variables. A graphical model for the discrete random variable X = (X v , v ∈ V ) is a statistical model where the dependences between X v , v ∈ V are expressed by means of a graph G. We will assume here that the data is gathered under the form of a d-dimensional contingency table and that the cell counts follow a multinomial distribution with cell probabilities (p(i), i ∈ I) where I is the set of cells in the contingency table.
If there are no independences between the variables X v , v ∈ V , then the cell counts follow a standard multinomial distribution and the Diaconis-Ylvisaker (1979) prior distribution on (p(i), i ∈ I) is the Dirichlet distribution. If the conditional independences between the variables can be expressed by means of a directed acyclic graph (henceforth abbreviated DAG), the usual priors are independent Dirichlet prior distributions on (1) p(i v |X pv = i pv ), i v ∈ I v , i pv ∈ I pv , v ∈ V, where, for A ⊂ V , I A is the finite set of values that X A = (X v , v ∈ A) can take, p v denotes the set of parents of vertex v in the DAG and i pv = (i l , l ∈ p v ) denotes the p v -marginal cell. This means that the probability parameters associated with each node are mutually independent (global independence) and for a given node, the parameters associated with various instances of its parents are also mutually independent (local parameter independence). Geiger and Heckerman (1997, Theorem 3) have shown that if the distribution of positive random variables that sum to 1 has a strictly positive density and possesses the property of local and global independence for the two directions {1, 2, . . . , d − 1, d} and {d, 1, 2, . . . , d − 1} of a complete DAG on V , this distribution must be the Dirichlet distribution. This is a characterization of the Dirichlet through local and global independence using two particular complete DAG's. This result has important practical ramifications for the choice of the hyper parameters of the Dirichlet priors for model selection, as emphasized by Geiger and Heckerman (1997) . Indeed, for model selection in the class of models Markov with respect to DAG's on V , if we request that a node with the same parents in two distinct DAG's has identical prior distribution on the parameters associated with this node in both structures (this is called parameter modularity) and if we also request local and global independence of the parameters for all possible DAG's, then the priors on the variables in (1) must all be derived from one single Dirichlet distribution Dir(α(i), i ∈ I) on (p(i), i ∈ I). The hyper parameters α(i) of such a Dirichlet are of the form (2) α(i) = αθ(i)
where θ(i) is the expected value of p(i) and α, called the equivalent sample size, (which we can think of as the total cell count in a fictive contingency table representing prior knowledge) will be added to the actual total cell count N = i∈I n(i) in posterior inference. This α will therefore represent our confidence in our choice of the particular fictive table. Most of the time, in practice and in the absence of prior expert information, we take θ(i) = 1 |I| where |I| is the total number of cells. This implies that, often in practice, our flexibility in the choice of the hyper parameters is restricted to the choice of α.
If there are conditional independences between the variables and they can be expressed by means of a decomposable undirected graph G, then the multinomial distribution on the cell counts is Markov with respect to G and the DiaconisYlvisaker (1979) prior on (p(i), i ∈ I) is the hyper Dirichlet defined by David and Lauritzen (1993) . A simple calculation (see equations (14) in Section 2) shows that the parameters of the hyper Dirichlet have an interpretation of the type (2) and we are therefore faced with the same lack of flexibility in the choice of the hyper parameters: again, we are restricted to the choice of one parameter only. Moreover it is intuitively clear (and it can be proved, see Theorem 4.6) that if, for any DAG with skeleton G, Markov equivalent to G, we make the change of variable from p(i), i ∈ I to the variables in equation (1), i.e., p(i v |X pv = i pv ), i v ∈ I v , i pv ∈ I pv , v ∈ V , then, for each of these DAGs, the distribution induced from the hyper Dirichlet also possesses the property of local and global independence. One can then be led to think that the property of local and global independence in all possible directions imposes strict restrictions on the choice of the hyper parameters of the prior on p(i), i ∈ I.
In this paper, we therefore consider a family P of DAG's with skeleton a decomposable graph G and Markov equivalent to G but we do not include in this family all the DAG's Markov equivalent to G: P is a restricted family of such DAG's. For the set of discrete multinomial models Markov with respect to any of the DAG's in P, we build a new family of conjugate prior distributions for the parameters (p(i), i ∈ I) of this set of models. As we show in Section 5.3, such a family of priors will be the right family of prior distributions to use if we are given by an expert the set of conditional independences (those given by a decomposable graph G) and the restriction that some edges must have a given direction. In that case, there is no need to require local and global independence for all DAG's Markov with respect to G. We only need to require it for those DAGs' containing the compulsory edges. This new family of priors possesses the property of local and global independence and also, as we shall see later, the strong directed hyper Markov property. Using these priors thus facilitates posterior inference. Moreover, because of the restriction on P, it offers more hyper parameter flexibility than the hyper Dirichlet. The development and study of this new family of priors, called P-Dirichlet, is the first contribution of this paper. The second contribution is a characterization (Theorem 6.1) of this new family through local and global independence. As corollaries, we obtain a characterization of the hyper-Dirichlet and also the characterization of the Dirichlet as given by Geiger and Heckerman but without assuming the existence of a density for p = (p(i), i ∈ I).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The P-Dirichlet family of priors on (p(i), i ∈ I, is defined in Section 3, through local and global independence with respect to the collection P of DAGs. In Section 4, we first give an example of a P-Dirichlet family and then we derive a general formula for the moments of the PDirichlet which will be used in its characterization, Theorem 6.1. In the expression of the moments, we will see that the role played by the collection of cliques and separators in the hyper Dirichlet is played by two larger collections, Q and P, of complete subsets of the decomposable graph G which include respectively, the set of cliques and separators. These additional complete subsets yield more parameters for the P-Dirichlet distribution and thus increase flexibility. In Section 5, we give the dimension of the P-Dirichlet family and show that it is always larger than (or equal to ) the dimension of the hyper Dirichlet family with the same skeleton. We also show that the P-Dirichlet is a conjugate family for the multinomial distribution Markov with respect to G and that it has the strong directed hyper Markov for any DAG in P. In Section 6, we show that, when P is what we call a separating family of DAG's, local and global independence characterizes the P-Dirichlet distribution. We will look at special cases. When G is a tree, for the P-Dirichlet to be the hyper Dirichlet, P needs only be the set of DAG's with their root at a leaf of the tree, not the set of all possible DAG's Markov equivalent to G . When G is complete, a separating family of DAG's can be formed by taking the orders {1, 2, . . . , d} and {d, 1, 2, . . . , d − 1} as was done by Geiger and Heckerman (1997) but this is not the only separating family and the characterization of the Dirichlet can be obtained through any separating family of DAG's on a complete graph G.
We conclude with Section 7 summarizing the contributions of this paper. Proofs of the moment formula in Theorem 4.3 and the characterization, Theorem 6.1 are given in the Appendix, Section 8. The next section is devoted to preliminaries.
Preliminaries
2.1. Graph theoretical notions. Let V = {1, . . . , d} be a finite set of indices for the d criteria defining the contingency table with our data. We assume that the criterion labelled by v ∈ V can take values in a finite set I v . Let
be an undirected graph as defined above. A graph is said to be decomposable if it does not have any cycle of length greater than or equal to 4. A subset D of V is said to be complete if all vertices of D are linked to each other with an edge. A clique is a complete subset maximal with respect to inclusion. Let C denote the set of cliques. For any given order C 1 , . . . , C K of the cliques of G we will define
with S 1 = ∅, called respectively the j-th history, j-th separator and j-th residual. An order C 1 , . . . , C K of the cliques of G is said to be perfect if for any j > 1, there exists an i < j such that
It can be shown (Proposition 2.17, Lauritzen, 1996) that a graph G is decomposable if and only if its set of cliques admits a perfect order. It can also be shown that the set of separators S associated with a perfect ordering of the cliques is independent of the perfect ordering considered and it is the set of minimal separators for the graph G.
For a given decomposable G, we will consider the DAG's with skeleton G which are moral. A DAG is said to be moral if when v and v ′ are both parents of w, then there is an edge between v and v ′ . In this paper, we will deal exclusively with moral DAG's. Note than any DAG with skeleton G is in one-to-one correspondence with the function p : V → 2 V which describes the parents of each vertex or with the function c : V → 2 V which describes the children of each vertex. We will write p v and c v for the set of parents and children of v ∈ V , respectively. The set of descendants, that is children of children and so on, of a vertex v is denoted d v and the set of nondescendants will be denoted nd v . Additionally denote q v = p v ∪ {v} for any v ∈ V and let q : V → 2 V denote the corresponding mapping. Note that for any v ∈ S for some separator S, due to morality, there exists a unique clique C ⊃ S such that p v ⊂ C.
We will now define some additional graph-theoretical notions needed in this work.
Definition 2.1. For S ∈ S and C ∈ C, we say that C and S are paired by a given perfect ordering o = (C 1 , . . . , C K ) of the cliques if
(here we allow that S = S 1 = ∅). If S and C are paired by o, we write S o → C.
Definition 2.2. Given a parent function p, a perfect order o = (C 1 , . . . , C K ) of the cliques is said to be p-perfect if for any l = 1, . . . , K there exists a v ∈ C l \ S l such that S l = p v .
With a given p ∈ P and a p-perfect order o = (C 1 , . . . , C K ) of the cliques, we associate the following numbering of the vertices: ∀ l ∈ {1, . . . , K}
where c l and s l denote the cardinality of C l and S l respectively. We note that if
2.2. Markov properties and the hyper Dirichlet. Let X = (X 1 , . . . , X d ) be a discrete random vector with variables X v taking values in I v , v ∈ V . Given an undirected graph G, the distribution of X is said to be Markov with respect to the G if X i and X j are independent given X V \{i,j} whenever the pair {i, j} does not belong to E. Given a DAG G , we say that X is Markov with respect to G if, for any v ∈ V ,
Therefore if X is Markov with respect to G, we have
The two formulations (4) and (5) are equivalent.
In this paper, we consider only DAGs G with a decomposable skeleton G and which encode the same conditional independences as G. By Lemma 3.21 of Lauritzen (1996) , such a DAG is necessarily moral and it has been shown in Andersson, Madigan, Perlman and Triggs (1997) that, for this DAG, we can use a numbering of the vertices of the type (3) . With this numbering the two models, Markov with respect to G and G, define the same set of conditional independences: they are said to be Markov equivalent. It is well known that for any i ∈ I, we have the following decomposition of the probability that
Then, if the cell counts (N (i), i ∈ I) follow a Multinomial (N, p(i), i ∈ I) with p(i) as given in (5), the density of (N (i), i ∈ I) with respect to the counting measure is proportional to
where the two equalities follow from (6) and (5), respectively. We note that for any l = 1, . . . , K the marginal counts satisfy (8)
In Bayesian inference we view the parameter of the multinomial distribution as a random vector. Let p = (p(i), i ∈ I) be the vector of random cell probabilities, that is p(i) > 0 for any i ∈ I and i∈I p(i) = 1. Note that we write p = (p(i), i ∈ I) for the random vector of cell probabilities, and p = (p(i), i ∈ I) for its value. Let
The random variables P p (X = i) = P(X = i|p), i ∈ I, are the variables of interest in this paper.
As mentioned in the introduction the Diaconis-Ylvisaker conjugate prior on p is the hyper Dirichlet first identified by Dawid and Lauritzen (1993) with density (10)
are the values of the random variables p
. . , K, respectively, and where the hyperparameters satisfy constraints parallel to (8), namely (11)
Unlike the case of the Dirichlet on the complete graph, this density is typically defined on a complicated manifold determined not only by summation to one but also by all the conditional independence properties encoded in G. This is one of the reasons our approach is through moments and not densities. We now want to recall the expression of the moments of the hyper Dirichlet. For simplicity, let us write
For any d-way table r = (r i , i ∈ I) of non-negative integers, we write the Emarginal counts as
In particular, we will use r
. By analogy with α(G, I), we will also use the notation r(G, I) and write the normalizing constant of the hyper Dirichlet as
The moments are then equal to (13) (G, I) ) .
In particular,
Together with the constraints (11), this shows that we can write
where
, a relationship similar to (2) as mentioned in the introduction.
p-Dirichlet and P-Dirichlet distributions
Let G = (V, E) be a decomposable graph. Let X = (X 1 , . . . , X d ), d ≥ 2,
be a random vector which is Markov with respect to G and assumes values in the set
Since a moral DAG Markov equivalent to G is in 1-1 correspondence with the parent function p : V → 2 V which describes the parents of each vertex v ∈ V , following (5), we have that
Letting q v = p v ∪ {v}, v ∈ V , we can thus define the random variables
We will say that a random vector (p(i)) i∈I is associated with the graph G if it factorizes with respect to G, i.e. p(i) can be written as
is Markov with respect to G. 
Moreover, since we assume that the random vectors (p v|pv m|k , m ∈ I v ), k ∈ I pv , v ∈ V , are independent the joint density of
where the support is a cartesian product of unit simplexes
, that is
. Now we define a P-Dirichlet distribution, where P is a family of DAGs with skeleton G. Definition 3.2. Let P be a family of DAGs with skeleton G. The random vector (p(i), i ∈ I) associated with the graph G has the P-Dirichlet distribution iff it has p-Dirichlet distribution for any p ∈ P.
Of course, this definition implies that some consistency conditions for the parameters of the Dirichlet distributions defining the p-Dirichlet distributions for the various p ∈ P, have to be satisfied. This issue is conveniently treated by looking at the moments of the p-Dirichlet and P-Dirichlet laws.
Example 3.1. Let G = (V, E) be the decomposable graph with V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and cliques {1, 2, 5}, {2, 3, 5} and {3, 4, 5}. Let P = {p, p ′ } with
and p Then the p-Dirichlet distribution is defined up to a multiplicative constant as a product of the following independent Dirichlets:
and the p ′ -Dirichlet is defined through
m|k , m ∈ I 4 ), k ∈ I 35 . We will come back to this example later in subsection 4.2.1 and see how the constraints on the hyper parameters, i.e., the parameters of the P-Dirichlet come about.
Moments

The p-Dirichlet distribution.
If the vector of random probabilities (p(i), i ∈ I) associated with the graph G follows the p-Dirichlet distribution, then for any non-negative integers r i , i ∈ I,
where we write the rising factorial power α(α + 1) . . .
Note that since the p-distribution has a bounded support it is uniquely determined by the moments as given in (16).
4.2.
The P-Dirichlet distribution. Let G = (V, E) be a decomposable graph as above. Denote by C the set of its cliques and by S the set of its separators.
If a vector of random probabilities (p(i), i ∈ I) associated with the graph G follows the P-Dirichlet distribution then the formula for moments (16) holds for all p ∈ P.
Since its support is bounded, the P-Dirichlet distribution can be defined through the form of its moments. The equality of the moments for the different representations of the p-Dirichlet, p ∈ P, will impose equality constraints on the parameters of the p-Dirichlet's and consequently those of the P-Dirichlet. Before developing the theory let us illustrate the mechanism using Example 3.1 above.
For D = ∅ we write r ∅ = r. The equality of the moments obtained from (16) for both p and p ′ yields 
and alsoα =β. For the factorial powers in r 25 n we observe that on the left-hand side there is one power in the numerator and two in the denominator, while on the right-hand side there is only one power in the denominator. Therefore the factorial power in the numerator must cancel with one of the two factorial powers ofα The first choice means that we associate the separator {2, 5} with the clique {1, 2, 5} while in the second we associate {2, 5} with the clique {2, 3, 5}. This two choices correspond to two different p-perfect orders of the cliques:
respectively. Of course, we could also exchange the cliques C 2 and C 3 in both orders. What is important is the pairings ({2, 5}, {1, 2, 5}) or ({2, 5}, {2, 3, 5}), respectively.
Similarly, for the factorial powers r 
respectively. Again here we could exchange C 2 and C 3 in both cases. What is important are the pairings ({3, 5}, {3, 4, 5}) and ({3, 5}, {2, 3, 5}), respectively.
From any of these cancelation possibilities we obtain the same formula of moments
(ν 
corresponding to the family of orders
We note that we obtained four different families of distributions, that is as many as the number of combinations of pairs (S l , C l ), where S l = {2, 5} and {3, 5} here. Of course, choices will multiply with the number of separators with different possible pairings. In fact, more generally, choices may multiply with the number of elements of P with different possible pairings in Q (see definitions (23) below) and also with the size of P.
In this example, we see that we have the poset (IV ) → (II, III) → (I) of families of P-Dirichlet distributions, with family (IV ) being the maximal family.
In the remainder of this section we will show that to each collection of orders
corresponds a family of P-Dirichlet distributions. Though in our example it is easy to see that (IV ) is the maximal family of the poset we are unable to prove that for any given P, there exists such a unique maximal family.
4.2.2.
The moment formula. To find a convenient expression for the moment formula we need the following two auxiliary results.
Lemma 4.1. Consider a DAG with skeleton G defined by a parent function p. Then, C ⊂ q(V ) and S ⊂ p(V ).
Proof. Let o = (C 1 , . . . , C K ) be a p-perfect order of cliques. Using the notation v l,j , j = s l + 1, . . . , c l , l = 1, . . . , K, introduced in (3), we see that p v l,s l +1 = S l and q v l,c l = C l , l = 1, . . . , K (here we set S 1 = ∅) so that the first statement of the lemma is proved.
For the second part note that for any l = 1, . . . , K and any j = s l + 2, . . . , c l , we have q v l,j−1 = p v l,j ∈ C ∪ S. That is
Note that if v, w ∈ V are distinct then q v and q w are also distinct, but p v and p w may be the same. It means that while considering the set p(V ) we allow for a given set to appear in p(V ) more than once, that is, each element of p(V ) has its multiplicity, e.g. a set S which is a separator can happen to be a multiple separator, moreover such a set S can appear, at most once (due to Lemma 4.1), in p(V ) \ S.
Denote
Let P be a family of DAGs with the same skeleton G. Since in a DAG in P there are no immoralities, they are all Markov equivalent. Consider the following sets
where in the definition of P we allow for multiple separators. By Lemma 4.1 it follows that Q = C ∪ R and
where R = p∈P R p . 
Proof. Let o be p-perfect for a p ∈ P. The result follows immediately from the fact (see (3) and the proof of Lemma 4.1) that possible sets
Now we are in a position to give the formula for moments. Theorem 4.3. A vector of random probabilities (p(i), i ∈ I) associated with the graph G has a P-Dirichlet distribution iff there exists a collection O P of p-perfect orders, p ∈ P, as in (22), such that for any r i ∈ N, i ∈ I, It follows from the expression (25) of the moments that the P-Dirichlet distribution has a density which, following a given perfect order o ∈ O P of the cliques, can be expressed as the product of independent classical Dirichlet distributions as given below. Using the notation R
Thus the density of the P-Dirichlet distribution can be written as
).
We note that the well-known decomposition of the hyper Dirichlet density (10) into
where C is the normalizing constant, is a special case of (27) where j c = 1 and Q C l i+1 and Q C l i are respectively replaced by S l and R l = C l \ S l .
4.2.3.
More examples and the hyper-Dirichlet as a special case of the P-Dirichlet. We now give a few examples of the P-Dirichlet distribution. We start with an example in which R = ∅.
Example 4.1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and E = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}}.
Then C = {{1, 3}, {3, 4, 5}, {2, 4}} and S = {∅, {3}, {4}}. Let P = {p, p ′ }, where
Moreover, there is only one available collection of orders O P = {o, o ′ }, where the p-perfect order o is the following C 1 = {1, 3}, C 2 = {3, 4, 5}, C 3 = {2, 4} and the 
Consequently, combining the above equations, we also get
We will now look at the case where R = ∅. We will see that the formula for moments simplifies and becomes closer to the moment formula for the hyper Dirichlet. Let us first consider an example. Example 4.2. Consider a tree G = (V, E) with V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and E = {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {4, 5}}. Let P = {p, p ′ }, where
and p
Then Q = C = E, P = {{2}, {2}, {4}} = S. Moreover R C = ∅ for any C ∈ C. For S = {4} and C = {2, 4} it never happens that S = S l and C = C l for perfect orders of cliques C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 generated by p or p ′ . That is the formula for moments as in (25) reads 
or we keep o as defined above and for o ′ we take C
and the constraints are more restrictive since while the first and the fourth line above are preserved the second and the third merge into
The above example falls under a more general setting which follows immediately from Theorem 4.3 and which we formalize as: Corollary 4.5. Let a random vector (p(i)) i∈I associated with the graph G have a P-Dirichlet distribution for a family P of moral DAGs and a collection O P of p-perfect orders, p ∈ P. If P has the property Q = C (that is, P = S or R = ∅) then
with the following consistency conditions
The hyper-Dirichlet distribution is, of course, uniquely defined through moments of the form exactly the same as in (28) but the consistency conditions are even stronger: (29) is satisfied for any S ∋ S ⊂ C ∈ C, where S = ∅ ∈ S. Therefore a PDirichlet distribution for the family P of all moral DAGs with skeleton G = (V, E) is a hyper-Dirichlet distribution. Actually, it follows directly from Corollary 4.5 above that a considerably smaller family P forces the P-Dirichlet to be hyper-Dirichlet. We state this as follows. Theorem 4.6. Let L be a P-Dirichlet distribution for a family P of moral DAGs and a collection O P of p-perfect orders, p ∈ P. If
then L is a hyper-Dirichlet distribution.
The P-Dirichlet as a prior distribution
In this section, we look at the properties of the P-Dirichlet as a prior distribution. We first compute the dimension of the P-Dirichlet family for a given P and show that it is always larger than the dimension of the hyper Dirichlet family with the same skeleton G (unless the set P is so large that the corresponding R is empty and (31) holds, of course). We then show that the P-Dirichlet is a conjugate distribution with the directed strong hyper Markov property for every p ∈ P. This, of course, makes the P-Dirichlet easy to use in a Bayesian model selection process. In Section 5.3, we argue that, when we have additional constraints on the direction of certain edges between variables, the P-Dirichlet arises naturally as a conjugate prior when doing model selection in the class of models Markov with respect to a DAG with a given decomposable skeleton G .
Dimension of the P-Dirichlet family.
We are now going to show that the dimension of the parameter space of the P-Dirichlet distribution is always greater (or equal) than that of the hyper Dirichlet. This means, of course, that when choosing the P-Dirichlet as a prior rather than the hyper Dirichlet, we gain flexibility in our choice of the hyper parameters. The dimensions of both families are given in the following theorem.
Let G be a decomposable graph with C as its set of cliques and S as its set of separators. If P is a collection of DAG's with skeleton G and O P a collection of p-perfect orders, p ∈ P, for S ∈ S given, we denote by N S be the number of cliques
Recall for that for v ∈ V , I v denotes the set of values that X v can take and |I v | denotes the cardinality of I v .
Theorem 5.1. For G and P as given above, the dimension of the parameter space of the P-Dirichlet family of distributions is
The dimension of the parameter space of the hyper Dirichlet family of distributions with the same skeleton G is equal to
Moreover, if the P-Dirichlet is not identical to the hyper Dirichlet, we always have
Proof. From (25) and (26), we see that the parameters are the ν 
and thus (N S − 1) constraints for a given ν
and thus a total of (N S − 1) v∈S |I v | constraints for each S. We now note that if B ∈ R, that is if B is not a separator, the corresponding equation (26) is not a constraint since then there is only one clique to which B can belong , i.e. only one A such that
It follows that (32) is proved.
In the case of the hyper Dirichlet, a similar argument shows us that the total number of parameters is C∈C v∈Q |I v |. The constraints given by equations of the type (26) are of the form
for any C containing S. Since considering the hyper Dirichlet is equivalent to taking P as the set of all DAG's Markov equivalent to G, N S is nothing but the number of cliques containing S and equation (33) follows.
To see that N P is always strictly greater than N HP , we observe that unless R = ∅, that is the P-Dirichlet is the hyper Dirichlet, C Q and therefore
Moreover, for each S, N S in the P-Dirichlet is less than or equal to the corresponding N S in the hyper Dirichlet. Inequality (34) follows immediately.
Let us illustrate this result by deriving the dimension of P-Dirichlet and the hyper Dirichlet families respectively when G and P are as given in Example 4.1. 5.2. Conjugacy and directed strong hyper Markov property. We will now emphasize the properties of the P-Dirichlet that make it a useful prior for model selection in a restricted class of DAG's. In the following proposition, we state that for any p ∈ P, the P-Dirichlet is strong directed hyper Markov and conjugate. We now recall the definition of the strong directed hyper Markov property. Let X = (X 1 , . . . , X d ) be a random variable Markov with respect to a DAG given by a parent function p, with distribution parameterized by θ ∈ R k for some k, which itself follows a law L. Let θ pv , θ v|pv and θ nd v denote respectively the parameters of the marginal distribution of X pv , the conditional distribution of X v given X pv and the marginal distribution of the non descendants of v. Then the law L is said to be strong directed hyper Markov if we have the conditional independences
With this definition, we see that the strong directed hyper Markov property of the P-Dirichlet follows by construction. We now state and prove that it is a conjugate family. where n A m is the A-marginal count for i A = m. Moreover, for any p ∈ P, the P-Dirichlet is strong hyper Markov.
Proof. The conditional distribution of N given p has the density (with respect to the counting measure) which, up to a multiplicative scalar, is equal to i∈I [p(i)] N (i) . Then, by the generalized Bayes formula for any table r = (r(i), i ∈ I) of nonnegative integers
Applying (25) to the numerator and denominator we see that the right hand side above can be written as
Consequently,
and thus it follows from (25) and the fact that the distribution is uniquely determined by moments that the posterior distribution of p given the counts N = n is P-Dirichlet with parameters updated by counts. We note that the parameters: ν The directed strong hyper Markov property of the P-Dirichlet holds true for every p ∈ P because of the independences (see Def. 3.1) contained in its construction.
5.3.
Applications. Even in a small example such as Example 5.1, we see that, by going from the hyper Dirichlet to the P-Dirichlet, we have substantially increased the number of parameters and that the parameters ν 345 m , m ∈ I 345 are no longer constrained to add up to µ as they would be in the hyper Dirichlet. We therefore have more flexibility for the choice of the (ν 345 m , m ∈ I 345 ) than we would have in the hyper Dirichlet.
Let us assume that a preliminary studies has determined that the set of conditional independences between these variables is represented by the decomposable graph G in our example. We now want to find the DAG model that best fits the data. But let us assume also that we are told by an expert that vertices 3 and 4 must be parents of 5. In our DAG model search, it then does not make sense to include DAG's that contain directed edges going from 5 to 4 or from 5 to 3. The hyper Dirichlet is a prior on the (p(i), i ∈ I) that includes all possible DAG and therefore the right thing to do, in that case, is to take the P-Dirichlet as a prior in order to exclude the possibilities of having arrow going from 5 to 4 or 3. Since, as pointed out above, we have more flexibility in the choice of the ν 345 m , m ∈ I 345 , we can choose them to put more prior weight on the edges 4 → 5 and 3 → 5 if we wish.
Such situations are discussed, for example, in Angelopoulos and Cussens (2008). The focus of that paper is structure learning and they advocate the use of independent Dirichlet priors on the p v|pv m|k , which is precisely what the P-Dirichlet does for a selected number of orders. There is, of course, the restriction that the underlying graph is decomposable but searches can often be started in the space of decomposable graphical models. Situations where one would typically want to use the P-Dirichlet would be ones where conditional independence according to a decomposable graphs are imposed by an expert and where, moreover, we are told that a variable must be a parent of another or a variable must be a root node or a variable must be a leaf node or any other situation where a pattern is imposed for some of the directed edges.
6. Characterizations by local and global independence 6.1. The P-Dirichlet and the hyper-Dirichlet. We now briefly recall the definition of local and global independence Definition 6.1. Let p be a vector of random probabilities associated with the graph G. We say that local parameter independence holds for p with respect to a DAG with a parent function p if for any v ∈ V the random vectors
are independent (non-degenerate) and we say that global parameter independence holds for p if the random vectors
are independent (non-degenerate).
It appears that for such families of DAGs local and global independence of parameters characterizes the P-Dirichlet distribution. Actually, we do not need to distinguish between the two properties. Therefore instead we combine them into one property of parameter independence. Definition 6.2. Let p be a vector of random probabilities associated with the graph G. We say that parameter independence holds for p with respect to a DAG with a parent function p if both local and global independence hold for p or equivalently if the random vectors
Analogously, we say that parameter independence holds for p with respect to a family P of DAGs if it holds for any DAG from P.
We immediately note that under the condition of parameter independence with respect to a DAG having a parent function p for any d-way table r = (r i , i ∈ I) of non-negative integers we have
This property of parameter independence was crucial for the characterization of the Dirichlet distribution (for a complete graph) given in Geiger and Heckerman (1997). We will extend this characterization to the P-Dirichlet distribution for various families P of DAGs including those yielding the hyper-Dirichlet law. Such families are described by what we call a separating property. Definition 6.3. A family P of DAGs with structure G is called separating if
In our main result we will show that for separating families of DAGs parameter independence characterizes the P-Dirichlet distribution.
Theorem 6.1. Let p be a vector of random probabilities associated with the graph G. Let P be a separating family of moral DAGs for a decomposable graph G = (V, E).
If parameter independence for p with respect to P holds then p has a P-Dirichlet distribution.
The proof is given in the Appendix. The hyper-Dirichlet distribution is similarly characterized by parameter independence with respect to a P which is rich enough. We state this result more precisely in the theorem below which is an immediate consequence of Theorems 6.1 and 4.6. Theorem 6.2. Let p be a vector of random probabilities associated with a decomposable graph G. Let P, a separating family of moral DAGs with skeleton G, satisfies (30) and (31).
If parameter independence for p with respect to P holds then p has a hyperDirichlet distribution.
Special cases.
6.2.1. The chain and the hyper Dirichlet distribution. Let G = (V, E) be a chain with vertices V = {1, . . . , d} and edges E = {{i, i + 1}, i = 1, . . . , d − 1}. Then C = E and S = {{2}, . . . , {d − 1}}.
Consider the family P = {p, p ′ }, where
and
Therefore R = ∅ and (30) holds. Moreover, condition (31) is clearly satisfied. Thus from Theorem 6.2 we conclude the following result.
Corollary 6.3. Assume that the random vectors
are jointly independent. Assume also that the random vectors
are jointly independent. Then p has a hyper Dirichlet distribution with respect to G.
In the assumptions above we used the convention that X 0 = X d+1 = 0 and I 0 = I d+1 = {0}.
Note that the family P that we defined for the chain is the unique minimal separating family. That is any other family of DAGs is either non-separating or it contains P as a proper subset.
Note also that for the two-chain (that is when d = 2) we obtain the characterization of the classical Dirichlet distribution given in Th. 2 of Bobecka and Weso lowski (2009). At the same time we extend the characterization given in Geiger and Heckerman (1997), Th. 2, where additionally to parameter independences as above it was assumed that densities exist and are sufficiently regular. Some of the regularity assumptions were considerably weakened in Járai (1998). More recently the entire Ch. 23 of the monograph Járai (2005) was devoted to this issue.
6.2.2.
The tree and the hyper Dirichlet distribution. Let G = (V, E) be a tree. As in the case of the chain the set of cliques C is equal to E and S = {{v} : v ∈ V \ L}, where L ⊂ V is the set of leaves, that is, those vertices which belong to exactly one edge. Any DAG can be uniquely defined by choosing a vertex v such that p v = ∅. We will denote this DAG by G v . Note that for any such G v , for any w ∈ V \ {v}, the set p w contains exactly one element .
Consider the family P = {G v , v ∈ L}. Note that each vertex on the unique chain connecting v and w in L has different parents in G v and G w and therefore P is a separating family. Since any separator consists of only one vertex and any clique of only two vertices condition (31) follows from the same observation. Since p v (V ) = S ∪ {v} it follows that R pv = {{v}}. Consequently, (30) is satisfied. From Theorem 6.2 we have the following result for trees. 
We claim that the family P = {p, p ′ } is separating. Since the cardinality of p vj is equal to j − 1, p vj = p v ′ k implies j = k. But this is forbidden for j = 1, . . . , d − 1 by condition (40). Therefore the family is separating. Similarly,
. . , d} cannot have a common element by the cardinality argument combined with (40). Thus (30) is satisfied. We therefore have the following result.
Corollary 6.5. If for a complete graph G = (V, E) parameter independence holds for any two DAGs satisfying (40) then (P p (X = i), i ∈ I) has a classical Dirichlet distribution.
For d = 2 this is the case of the chain discussed earlier in this section. In Heckerman, Geiger and Chickering (1995), Th. 7 (see also Geiger and Heckerman (1997), Th.3) the authors considered parameter independence for a very special family of two DAGs with parent functions p and p ′ defined as follows
Such a choice of family of DAGs was important for their proof in the case d > 2, since then they could easily reduce the problem to the case d = 2. As mentioned earlier, this case was settled in Geiger and Heckerman (1997) under some smoothness assumptions on the density. Clearly, p and p ′ above satisfy (40) and their result follows by Corollary 6.5 without assuming that the density exists.
Bobecka and Weso lowski (2009) have exactly the same result as Corollary 6.5 for d = 2 only. Since they were interested in, so called, neutralities with respect to partitions, for their characterization of the Dirichlet for d > 2, it was natural to assume parameter independences for the parameters of the marginal probability of one variable X l and those of the conditional probabilities of X V \{l} given X l . They assumed that for any l = 1, . . . , d, 
Conclusion
This paper makes two contributions. The first one is practical and the second theoretical. Let us consider a given set of variables and a given set of conditional independences between these variables which can be represented graphically by means of a moral DAG with skeleton G, decomposable. Assume that P is the collection of a certain number of these moral DAG's and that we want to perform model selection in that class of DAG's. Such a situation may arise when we are given a set of conditional independences and we are also given the direction of certain edges. In that case, we want to put a zero prior probability on any DAG that does not follow these requirements. Our new P-Dirichlet does just that and it has the advantage of increased flexibility in the choice of hyper parameters (due to the restricted number of DAG's in P). As we showed, the P-Dirichlet forms a conjugate family of prior distribution with the strong hyper Markov property.
Our theoretical contribution is a characterization based on local and global parameter independence of this new family of distributions and in particular of the hyper Dirichlet and the classical Dirichlet without the assumption of the existence of the density.
We would also like to emphasize that in the development of our new prior distribution, we have introduced new objects such as the sets P and Q generalizing the notion of cliques and separators in a decomposable graph G. We have also shed light on the choice of two DAG's on a complete subset used by Geiger and Heckerman (1997) in their characterization by emphasizing that these two DAG's form a separating family when G is complete and that this particular choice of two DAG's is only one of many possible choices. Proof. Assume that (p(i), i ∈ I) is P-Dirichlet distributed. That is representation (15) holds and for any p ∈ P, the random vectors (p v|pv m|k ) m∈Iv follow a Dirichlet distribution Dir(α v|pv m|k , m ∈ I v ), k ∈ I pv , v ∈ V and are independent. That is, we have to identify the parameters α v|pv m|k , m ∈ I v , k ∈ I pv , v ∈ V , such that (see (16) and (17))
is equal to the right-hand side of (25) with consistency conditions given in (26). Note that the result in the opposite direction, that is the fact that the formula (25) for moments, together with the constraints (26), implies P-Dirichlet distribution for (p(i), i ∈ I), follows then immediately from the property that the distribution is uniquely determined by moments.
Consider an arbitrary collection O P of p-perfect orders, p ∈ P. Fix an arbitrary p ∈ P and consider a p-perfect order o ∈ O P . We will now relate the sets Q C i , i = 0, 1, . . . , j C , C ∈ C, to the numbering of vertices imposed by o as given in (3). Clearly C = C l for some l ∈ {1, . . . , K}. For ease of notation, we suppress the subscript l in the remainder of this proof. We define j(l, i), i ∈ {1, . . . , j C − 1} to be the index of the vertex which satisfies ∀ (k, m) ∈ I qv .
We will now show that, if v l,j is such that j = j(l, i) for any i ∈ {0, . . . , j C − 1}, then .
Thus (48) follows from (42).
Due to (48) we have cancelations in the right-hand side of (41) and the only terms left are:
• in the numerator: α v|pv m|k = ν Q C i (k,m) for v = v l,j(l,i) , where i ∈ {0, . . . , j C − 1}.
• in the denominator:α pv k for v = v l,j(l,i)+1 where i ∈ {1, . . . , j C }. In particular, j(l, j C ) = s l in general and for l = 1, s l = 0 so that, in the denominator, we have parameters indexed by p v l,s l +1 = S l and p v1,1 = ∅.
To complete the proof, that is to show that the right-hand side of (41) is equal to the right-hand side of (25), it remains to show that for any l ∈ {1, . . . , K} and i ∈ {1, . . . , j C }, we have Changing r into r + ǫ in (50) we get E i∈I Now, returning to (50) we see that for any d-way table r = (r i , i ∈ I) of nonnegative numbers, any p ∈ P, any v ∈ V and any (k, l) ∈ I qv there exist numbers A Lemma 8.1. Let F be a positive function defined on nth cartesian product of nonnegative integers such that F (0) = 1 and
where ǫ i has all components equal to 0 except ith component which is 1. Assume that for any distinct p, q ∈ {1, . . . , n} Lemma 8.1, as given above, is a special version of Lemma 3.1 from Sakowicz and Weso lowski (2014) (it suffices just to take A + {1, . . . , n} in this lemma). It is also closely related to the argument used in the proof of Theorem 2 in Bobecka and Weso lowski (2009).
8. 4 . Proof of (54). 
